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Abstract

To ensure constant and satisfactory product quality, close monitoring of batch
processes is an absolute requirement in the (bio)chemical industry. Principal

Component Analysis (PCA)-based techniques exploit historical databases for
fault detection and diagnosis. In this paper, the fault detection and diag-
nosis performance of Batch Dynamic PCA (BDPCA) and Auto-Regressive

PCA (ARPCA) is compared with Multi-way PCA (MPCA). Although these
methods have been studied before, the performance is often compared based
on few validation batches. Additionally, the focus is on fast fault detection,
while correct fault identification is often considered of lesser importance. In
this paper, MPCA, BDPCA, and ARPCA are benchmarked on an extensive
dataset of a simulated penicillin fermentation. Both the detection speed, false
alarm rate and correctness of the fault diagnosis are taken into account. The
results indicate increased detection speed when using ARPCA as opposed to
MPCA and BDPCA at the cost of fault classification accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Due to their high flexibility and low capital cost, batch processes are
commonly used in the chemical and biochemical industry for the production
of products with high added value (e.g., pharmaceuticals, polymers, food,
semiconductors). Because of their dynamic nature, close monitoring and
control of these processes is an absolute requirement to ensure a constant
and satisfactory product quality. Process plants nowadays routinely dispose
of historical databases containing frequent measurements of online sensors
on hundreds of variables. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-based tech-
niques exploit these historical data for fault detection and diagnosis.
Most recent research has been devoted to fault detection and identification
using Multi-way Principal Component Analysis (MPCA; [1]). While better-
performing monitoring schemes have been developed (e.g., Auto-Regressive

PCA (ARPCA; [2]), Batch Dynamic PCA (BDPCA; [3])), the performance
comparison is often based on few test batches (e.g., only 4 faulty batches are
considered in [2] and 3 in [3]). In this paper, an extensive dataset of 840
faulty batches is numerically generated in which faults on different variables
with varying magnitude, fault sign and fault type are introduced at distinct
onset times. This validation set is subsequently monitored. To provide a
thorough performance comparison, the speed of detection, the false alarm
rate and correctness of the fault diagnosis are taken into account.
The basic method of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is summarized
in Section 2. Next, PCA-based fault detection techniques are described in
Section 3. Fault detection and fault diagnosis are detailed in Sections 4
and 5, followed by a description of the data on which the performance of the
methods is tested in Section 6. Section 7 details the model identification pro-
cedures. The results of the fault detection and fault diagnosis performance
comparison are presented and discussed in Section 8. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 9.

2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Industrial data is typically heavily correlated as a consequence of redun-
dant sensors, mass balances, physical laws, etc. PCA is a popular technique
to reduce the dimension of a dataset by exploiting these correlations [5, 4].
Multivariate data, consisting of K measurements on J variables, is conve-
niently organized in a K × J data matrix X. Each column of X is first
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normalized to zero mean and unit variance. Next, X is projected onto a
lower dimensional space of dimension R (R ≤ J) by a J × R loading matrix
P. X is approximated by the product of a K × R scores matrix T and the
transpose of the loading matrix P. EX represents the residuals.

X = TPT(+EX) (1)

The columns of P correspond to the principal components of the input data.
The first principal component is the direction of maximum variance in the
data; subsequent components explain gradually less variance. The loading
matrix P maximizes the information content in the scores matrix T while
minimizing its dimension (i.e., number of columns R).
When at time point k a new 1 × J measurement vector xk comes in, the
corresponding 1×R scores vector tk and residual vector ek are calculated by

tk = xkP (2)

ek = xk − tkP
T (3)

Sections 4 and 5 detail how the scores and residuals can be used for fault
detection and fault diagnosis. Different techniques exist to employ PCA for
batch process monitoring. The computation of scores and residuals for the
PCA-based techniques in this study is discussed in Section 3.

3. PCA-based fault detection techniques

For each batch a K × J multivariate time series X arises, making a batch
dataset inherently three-dimensional. The data of a historical database con-
taining I batches can be conveniently organized in an array of I batches × J
variables × K time points. PCA, however, can only handle two-dimensional
data, hence the dimensionality has to be reduced first.
Multi-way PCA (MPCA), originally developed by Nomikos and MacGregor
[1, 6] based on the pioneering work of Wold et al. [7], relies on unfolding the
I×J×K batch data array to a matrix prior to modeling. The two most widely
used unfolding methods are batch-wise and variable-wise unfolding which are
detailed in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. To deal with the serial depen-
dence within each variable series at past time instances (autocorrelation) and
the dependence between different measured variables (crosscorrelation), ded-
icated techniques have been developed.
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Variable-wise unfolded MPCA (MPCAV) only incorporates the instanta-
neous cross-correlations between the measured variables [8, 9]. Leaving serial
correlation in the residuals violates the assumptions of the fault detection
statistics and may lead to decreased monitoring performance [10]. For a de-
tailed study on the impact of cross- and autocorrelation on the significance
level for hypothesis testing in monitoring statistics, the reader is referred to
the work of Xie et al. [11].
Batch-wise unfolded MPCA (MPCAB) incorporates the full linear dynamics
around the average trajectory, but entails the need for estimating future ob-
servations [8, 9].
Batch Dynamic PCA (BDPCA) incorporates dynamic behavior by adding
time-lagged variables [3]. BDPCA is a generalization of the previous un-
folding techniques. If no lagged variables are added, the resulting matrix is
unfolded variable-wise. If all possible lag variables are added, a batch-wise
unfolded matrix emerges [9, 12]. BDPCA is discussed in Section 3.3.
Auto-Regressive PCA (ARPCA) filters out auto- and crosscorrelations by ap-
plying PCA on the residuals of a times series modeling approach [2]. In this
way, the deviations from the linear dynamics around the average trajectory
are monitored. ARPCA is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1. MPCAB–Batch-wise unfolded multi-way PCA

Nomikos and MacGregor proposed a batch-wise unfolding technique to
transform the I × J × K batch data array X̄ to a matrix of size I × JK
as depicted in Fig. 1A [1, 6, 13]. Each row contains the data of a single
batch. In fact, batch-wise unfolding treats each measurement at a different
time point as a different variable which allows for modeling the full dynamic
behavior of the process.
Before applying PCA, the unfolded data is normalized. First, the mean
trajectory of each variable is subtracted to remove the main non-linearities
in the data [1, 6, 8]. For batch-wise unfolded data, subtracting the average
trajectory corresponds to mean-centering each column. Next, the columns
are scaled to unit variance to give equal weight to each variable [6, 8].
To obtain the scores and residuals in Eq. 2 and 3 the measurements of the
entire batch are necessary. Hence, the downside of batch-wise unfolding is
the need to estimate future measurements when monitoring a newly evolving
batch online. Several adequate techniques for this purpose exist [6, 14]. In
this work the Trimmed Scores Regression [14] method is adopted.
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(A) (B)

Figure 1: (A) Batch-wise unfolding of a three-way array of I batches × J variables × K

time points to a I × JK matrix. (B) Variable-wise unfolding to a IK × J matrix.

3.2. MPCAV–Variable-wise unfolded multi-way PCA

Wold et al. proposed a different approach by first applying variable-wise
unfolding which maintains the variable direction and merges the batch and
time directions followed by normalizing each column through mean-centering
and scaling to unit variance [15]. As illustrated in Fig. 1B, variable-wise un-
folding results in a matrix X of dimension IK × J . When applying PCA to
variable-wise unfolded data, the process dynamics are ignored as measure-
ments on different time instances are regarded as the same variables. As
in MPCAB, the data is normalized before applying PCA. Mean-centering
variable-wise unfolded data corresponds to subtracting the grand mean of
each variable and leaves non-linear behavior in the data [8].
Using variable-wise unfolding avoids the need to estimate future measure-
ments. Nevertheless, it may lead to a decrease in performance as compared
to batch-wise unfolding because the deviation of the process variables from
their mean values is monitored instead of the deviations from their average
trajectories [8]. Therefore in this paper the data is first normalized around
the average trajectory as discussed in the previous paragraph. Next, the
data is unfolded variable-wise. No normalization step is performed on the
variable-wise unfolded data.

3.3. BDPCA–Batch dynamic PCA

Batch dynamic PCA (BDPCA) was proposed by Chen and Liu [3] as an
extension of dynamic PCA from continuous processes to batch processes [16].
BDPCA models dynamic behavior by applying a window of time-lagged mea-
surements. Each current observation vector is stacked with the L previous
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observation vectors. Hence for each batch i this results in a K−L×J(L+1)
data matrix of the following form

Xi
L =











xi
L+1 xi

L · · · xi
1

xi
L+2 xi

L−1 · · · xi
2

...
...

xi
K xi

K−1 · · · xi
K−L











(4)

where L is the number of time lags and xi
k = [x1,k x2,k . . . xJ,k] the 1 × J

observation vector at time point k of batch i.
Chen and Liu proposed the following modeling procedure [3]. First, for each
batch i a time-lagged data matrix according to Eq. 4 is constructed and the
covariance matrix is calculated as

Si
XL

=
(Xi

L)T(Xi
L)

K − L − 1
(5)

The information contained in the covariance matrix is then pooled over all
batches by computing the average covariance matrix:

Savg
XL

=
(K − L − 1)

∑I

i=1 Si
XL

I(K − L)
. (6)

The eigenvectors of the average covariance matrix correspond to the principal
components in standard PCA. When monitoring a new batch, the scores and
residuals at each time point k can be calculated as

tk = xk:k−LP (7)

ek = xk:k−L − tkP
T (8)

where xk:k−L is a 1 × J(L + 1) row vector containing the measurements of
the current and L previous time points. Note that monitoring can only start
when the first L + 1 time points have passed.
Chen and Liu do not mention any normalization of the measured data [3]. In
this paper, the data are first normalized batch-wise as detailed in Section 3.1
before constructing the time-lagged data matrices. No normalization is per-
formed on the time-lagged data matrices.
The number of time lags L is an important parameter of the BDPCA-method.
BDPCA assumes a constant correlation structure during the batch that can

6
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be captured by considering the L previous measurement vectors in addition
to the current one. In this respect, BDPCA is very similar to auto-regression
models. The addition of lag variables also allows for incorporating dynamic
behavior without raising the need for future measurements estimation, as op-
posed to batch-wise MPCA. The optimal number of lags can be determined
by the method of Ku et al. [16].

3.4. ARPCA–Auto-regressive PCA

Auto-Regressive PCA (ARPCA) was proposed by Choi et al. [2] as a com-
bination of a multivariate auto-regressive (AR) model and multi-way PCA.
After the standard data-pretreatment step of normalizing around the aver-
age trajectory, the remaining cross- and autocorrelations are estimated via a
multivariate auto-regressive model which attempts to predict the 1×J mea-
surement vector xk as a linear combination of the L previous measurement
vectors:

xk =
L
∑

l=1

xk−lCl + ek. (9)

L represents the number of lags, i.e., the number of previous time instances
used to predict the current measurements, Cl is a J × J system matrix
containing the AR coefficients corresponding to the l-th lag which model the
cross- and autocorrelations and ek represents the residuals. By stacking each
of the L system matrices vertically to obtain the JL × J augmented system
matrix C, Eq. 9 can be transformed to

xk = xk−1:k−LC + ek (10)

where xi
k−1:k−L is a row vector of length JL containing the J measurements of

the L previous time points. In auto-regressive modeling the same assumption
of constant correlation structure during the batch is made as in BDPCA.
Therefore, Eq. 10 can be expanded to include each time point k of a batch i:











xi
L+1

xi
L+2
...

xi
K











=











xi
L:1

xi
L+1:2
...

xi
K−1:K−L











C + E

or using the notation Yi∗ and Xi∗:

Yi∗ = Xi∗C + E. (11)
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In order to use all the reference data to determine the auto-regression coef-
ficients in C, Eq. 11 is expanded over all I batches by stacking Yi∗ and Xi∗

for each batch, resulting in a (K −L)I × J matrix Y∗ and a (K −L)I × JL
matrix X∗.

Y∗ = X∗C + E (12)

The augmented system matrix C is found by regression between the X∗ and
Y∗ matrices. To obtain a stable solution and avoid any rank-deficiency issues,
the Partial Least Squares-method (PLS; [17]) is used for regression instead
of normal least squares [2]. In PLS the Y∗-block is related to the X∗-block
as follows:

X∗ = TPLSP
T
PLS + EX∗

Y∗ = TPLSQ
T
PLS + EY∗ (13)

where PT
PLS and QT

PLS are the loading matrices, TPLS is the score matrix and
EX∗ and EY∗ represent the residuals on X∗ and Y∗, respectively. The loading
matrices are computed using the NIPALS algorithm [17]. The augmented
system matrix C is then given by

C = W(PT
PLSW)−1QT

PLS = JQT
PLS (14)

with W a weight matrix following from the NIPALS algorithm and

J , W(PT
PLSW)−1. (15)

In the approach of Choi et al. the scores of the PLS model are also used for
monitoring a new batch [2].

tPLS,k = Jxk−1:k−L (16)

After calibrating the AR model, the AR residuals E are organized in a
variable-wise unfolded fashion and analyzed by standard PCA.

4. Fault detection

In Statistical Process Monitoring, the normal behavior of the process
is characterized by an empirical PCA-based model identified on a reference
dataset obtained under Normal Operating Conditions (NOC). For a new pro-
cess run, abnormal behavior is detected by referencing the measured process

8
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data against this in-control model [1].
By projecting the new observations onto the model hyperplane defined by
the loading matrix P, the scores and residuals at each time point k of the
current process run can be calculated (Eq. 2 and 3). If the scores or resid-
uals of the new observations differ significantly from those of the reference
set, a process fault is detected. This difference is measured by two (scalar)
fault detection statistics: the Hotelling’s T 2 and the Squared Prediction Er-
ror (SPE). A graphical interpretation of the T 2 and SPE statistics is shown
in Fig. 2.
The T 2 statistic checks if a new observation projects onto the model plane
defined by the loading matrix P within the limits determined by the NOC:

T 2
k = (tk − µt,k)S

−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T (17)

where tk is the scores vector of the new run at time k, S−1
k is the inverse

covariance matrix of the reference set scores at time point k and µt,k is the
mean scores vector at time point k over all I batches of the reference set.
The SPE detects the occurrence of any abnormal events that cause the new
observations to move away from the model plane.

SPEk = eke
T
k =

J
∑

j=1

e2
jk (18)

with ejk the residual for the j-th variable at time point k.
The process is assumed in-control at time k if the calculated values for both
statistics are below their corresponding Upper Control Limits (UCL) with
tolerance level α. The UCL of the T 2 statistic with significance level α is
given by

UCLT 2 =
R(I2 − 1)

I(I − R)
F (R, I − R; α) (19)

where R is the model order (i.e., the number of principal components included
in the PCA model) and F (R, I − R; α) is the upper critical value of an F -
distribution with R and I − R degrees of freedom [18]. The control limit of
the SPE statistic is

UCLSPE(k) =
σ2

k

2µk

χ2(2µ2
k/σ

2
k; α) (20)

where the mean and variance of the SPE statistic over all training batches at
each time point k are denoted by µk and σ2

k and χ2(2µ2
k/σ

2
k; α) is the upper

9
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the Hotelling’s T
2 and SPE fault detection statistics.

The SPE statistic checks the model validity by measuring the distance between the data
in the original measurement space X and its projection onto the model plain T. The T

2

statistic equals the Mahalanobis distance of T to the center of the projected reference data
and checks if new observations project within the limits of normal operation.

critical value of a χ2-distribution with 2µ2
k/σ

2
k degrees of freedom at specified

tolerance level α [6]. The UCL of the T 2 statistic is independent of k whereas
the SPE control limit varies with time. To mitigate the occurrence of false
alarms, an alarm signal is raised only when a statistic is above its control
limit at three or more consecutive time points.

5. Fault diagnosis

If an abnormal situation is detected by either the T 2 or SPE statistic,
information about the cause of the disturbance is obtained by examining the
contribution of each variable to the out-of-control statistic on contribution
plots [19, 20]. In this paper, contributions are calculated using the approach
proposed by Choi et al. [2]. The contribution to the T 2 statistic can be found
by substituting Eq. 2 in the expression for the T 2 statistic.

T 2
k = (tk − µt,k)S

−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T

=
(

xkP − µt,k

)

S−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T

10
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Decomposing the leading factor yields:

T 2
k =











[

xk,1 xk,2 · · · xk,J

]











P(1, :)
P(2, :)

...
P(J, :)











− µt,k











S−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T

=

(

J
∑

j=1

xk,jP(j, :) −
J
∑

j=1

µt,k,j

)

S−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T

=
J
∑

j=1

(

xk,jP(j, :) − µt,k,j

)

S−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T

with µt,k,j the contribution of variable j to the mean score vector µt,k and
P(j, :) the j-th row of P. Hence, the contribution of variable j to the T 2

statistic at time point k can be defined as

cT 2

j,k , (xk,jP(j, :) − µt,k,j)S
−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T. (21)

The variable contributions to the SPE statistic are derived in the same man-
ner by first substituting Eq. 3 and then Eq. 2 in the formula of the SPE
statistic.

SPEk = eke
T
k

=
(

xk − tkP
T
) (

xk − tkP
T
)T

= xk

(

I − PPT
) (

I − PPT
)T

xT
k

= xkBBTxT
k

where I is an identity matrix of appropriate size and B is equal to I−PPT.
Decomposing the leading factor yields:

SPEk =
[

xk,1 xk,2 · · · xk,J

]











B(1, :)
B(2, :)

...
B(J, :)











BTxT
k

=
J
∑

j=1

xk,jB(j, :)BTxT
k .
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Hence, the expression for the contribution of a variable xk,j to the SPEk can
be defined as

cSPE
j,k , xk,jB(j, :)BTxT

k (22)

with B(j, :) the j-th row of B.
The preceding equations are valid only for the MPCAB and MPCAV models.
When including lag variables, as in the BDPCA approach, the contributions
of the variable owing to the lagged measurements must also be considered.
Therefore in BDPCA the expressions for the contributions to the T 2 and
SPE statistic become:

cT 2

j,k =
L
∑

l=0

[

(xk−l,jP(j(l + 1), :) − µt,k,j)S
−1
k (tk − µt,k)

T
]

(23)

cSPE
j,k =

L
∑

l=0

[

xk−l,jB(j(l + 1), :)BTxT
k

]

(24)

where the contribution of one variable is summed over the current time in-
stance and all previous lags. The expressions of the contributions for the
ARPCA approach are very similar to those of BDPCA and can be found in
Choi et al. [2].
When a fault is detected the contributions of the different variables to the
out-of-control statistic are plotted on a bar chart. Limits for each contribu-
tion are set based on the reference set as mc± tinv(I−1; α)sc. Where mc and
sc are the mean and standard deviation of the contributions for each time
point and variable over all training batches and tinv(I − 1; α) is the inverse
of the Student’s T cumulative distribution with I-1 degrees of freedom and
significance level α.
A contribution plot indicates the variables involved in the abnormal situation
whether they have caused the fault or are influenced by it. Therefore it does
not allow direct fault diagnosis. However, contribution plots greatly narrow
the search for the cause of the disturbance and have been proved useful in
many applications (e.g., [21, 22, 23]).

6. Data

For a reliable fault detection and diagnosis performance comparison, large
amounts of both reference and faulty data are mandatory. For practical,
economic and safety reasons, it is simply impossible to generate a sufficient

12
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amount of faulty batches in a real industrial installation. Furthermore, even
if companies were to provide a set of faulty batches, the exact fault onset
time is most often unknown and the cause unclear. Therefore, a numerical
simulator which mimics an industrial process is used for data generation.

6.1. Data generation

An industrial-scale biochemical process for penicillin fermentation is sim-
ulated using an expanded version of the Pensim simulator [24]. During the
fermentation, 15 sensors record various concentrations, flows, the bioreac-
tor temperature, and pH. The the same settings and noise levels as in the
original Pensim simulator were used. The measured signals are aligned and
resampled to a length of 602 samples via indicator variables, following the
procedure of Birol et al. [24]. The time signal is added as an extra (aligned)
variable, resulting in a training data array X of size 200 × 16 × 602. Two
main phases are identified in the dataset: (i) a batch phase of 101 samples,
and (ii) a fed-batch phase of 501 samples.
As a reference dataset, 200 normal batches are simulated with varying initial
conditions. Initially, the bioreactor is operated in batch mode. Once the sub-
strate concentration reaches 0.3 g/L (after about 43 h), the fed batch phase
is started, and additional substrate is fed into the reactor. After adding 25
L of substrate (after approximately 550 h), the fermentation is stopped.
Additionally, a grand total of 840 faulty batches are used for testing the fault
detection and diagnosis. Step faults and gradual faults are introduced on the
aeration rate, stirrer power and feed rate, with magnitudes of ±2% and ±5%
for step faults and ±0.05%/h and ±0.10%/h for gradual faults. To simulate
sensor drift, gradual faults are also introduced on the dissolved oxygen (DO)
measurement. Each combination of fault type, magnitude and variable is
simulated five times at three different onset times in the batch phase (after
5, 15 and 25 h of operation) and three onset times in the fed-batch phase
(after 180, 315, and 450 h of operation).

6.2. Data properties

An autocorrelation plot of the penicillin concentration variable during the
batch phase is depicted in Fig. 3. The autocorrelation plot indicates that a
high degree of autocorrelation is present in the data. autocorrelation plots
of other variables show similar behavior. Hence, the generated process data
form a relevant case study to compare models that take autocorrelation into
account.
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Figure 3: Autocorrelation plot of the penicillin concentration variable during the batch
phase.

Figure 4: Normal probability plot of the penicillin concentration variable half-way through
the batch phase (k = 50).

A normal probability plot of the variable penicillin concentration half-way
through the batch phase (k = 50) is shown in Fig. 4. The points on this plot
form a nearly linear pattern, which indicates that the data is normally dis-
tributed to a good approximation. Computing the Anderson-Darling (AD)
statistic yields a value of 0.427 thus the assumption of normality is not re-
jected (α = 5%). Normal probability plots of other variables and at different
time points show that non-Gaussian distributions are not an issue for this
dataset and therefore the standard PCA-based approach is valid.
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6.3. Impact of normalization on autocorrelation

The autocorrelation plot of the raw penicillin concentration measurement
in Fig. 3 indicated a significant amount of autocorrelation. The PCA-based
models do not work directly on the data as the unfolded data is first nor-
malized. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effect of normaliza-
tion on the autocorrelation. Fig.5A depicts an autocorrelation plot of the
penicillin concentration measurement after normalizing the variable-wise un-
folded data. As evidenced from this plot, no autocorrelation is filtered out.
Variable-wise normalization corresponds to normalizing around the grand
mean of each variable over all batches and time points. Therefore, the time
dependency remains unchanged.
Fig. 3B depicts the autocorrelation plot of the same variable after normaliz-
ing the batch-wise unfolded data. The amount of autocorrelation is reduced
significantly compared to the raw data. Normalizing around average profile
partly removes the autocorrelation, which corroborates the results of Choi
et al. [2]. This result underlines the importance of normalizing around the
mean trajectory, not only for removal of non-linearity, but also for the re-
duction of autocorrelation present in the data. The need of an equal amount
of autocorrelation present in the data for an honest performance comparison
justifies why each PCA-based method in Section 3 begins with a batch-wise
normalization.

7. Model identification

To identify each of the PCA-based models on the reference dataset, some
parameters have to be determined first. This section discusses the parameter
selection methods and results for each approach. Each phase of the fermen-
tation process is modeled with a separate model. The benefits of building
multiple phase models instead of a single batch model are shown by many
examples. An overview is provided by Yao and Gao [25].

7.1. Batch-wise unfolded multi-way PCA

The data of each phase is unfolded batch-wise and normalized as discussed
in Section 3.1. For each model, the only parameter is the PCA model order
(i.e., the number of retained principal components). Principal components
are added until the adjusted Wold R criterion [26] with a threshold of 0.90
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5: Autocorrelation plots of the penicillin concentration variable during the batch
phase of (A) the normalized variable-wise unfolded data and (B) the normalized batch-wise
unfolded data.

on the fraction of explained variance is reached.

If
%varR+1

%varR

> 0.9 then Model order = R (25)

This results in a model order of 5 components for the batch phase and 4 for
the fed-batch phase.
The control limit of the T 2 can be readily calculated using Eq. 17. To obtain
the remaining control limits a leave-one-out (LOO) crossvalidation procedure
is executed [27]. One batch is left out and the model is trained on the
remaining 199 batches. Next, the scores, residuals and contributions of the
left out batch are calculated as if it were monitored online. These two steps
are repeated for each batch in the training set. The SPE statistic is computed
for each left out batch to determine the mean µk and standard deviation σk
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of the SPE statistic needed to set the SPE control limits. Based on the
contributions to the SPE-static, the mean contributions and their standard
deviations are computed to set the contribution control limits. The mean
score vector µt,k, the contributions to the mean score vector µt,k,j and the
scores covariance matrix Sk are computed based on the LOO scores. Using
the mean and standard deviation of the contributions to the LOO T 2, the
control limits of the T 2 statistic’s contributions are determined.

7.2. Variable-wise unfolded multi-way PCA

As in the batch-wise unfolded approach, the data is first normalized by
subtracting the average trajectory and scaling to unit variance. Next, the
data of each phase is unfolded variable-wise as detailed in Section 3.2 and the
corresponding PCA model is identified. Via the adjusted Wold R criterion,
4 principal components are selected for each phase. The control limits are
calculated using the LOO procedure described in Section 7.1.

7.3. Batch dynamic PCA

Two parameters are needed for BDPCA: the number of time lags L and
the number of principal components R. First, the optimal number of lags L is
determined via the method described by Ku et al. [16] which results in 2 lags
for the batch phase and 3 lags for the fed-batch phase. Next, the number of
retained principal components is selected, again based on the adjusted Wold
R criterion. For each phase, 4 components are selected. The control limits
are determined using the LOO procedure described in Section 7.1.

7.4. Auto-regressive PCA

In ARPCA three parameters are determined: (i) the model order of the
PLS model RPLS, (ii) the number of time lags L and (iii) the model order
of the PCA model RPCA. For each combination of L and RPLS, the sum of
squared errors (SSE) is calculated using LOO crossvalidation. One batch of
the training set is left out, an AR model is trained on the 199 remaining
batches and using Eq. 11 the residual SSE of the left out batch is computed.
This procedure is repeated for each training batch and the SSE is averaged
over the 200 batches.
For each Mag L the model oder R is determined using the adjusted Wold
criterion on the SSE:

If
SSER+1

SSER

> 0.9 then Model order = R (26)
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Next, the lag L with the lowest SSE is selected. For the batch phase, L and
RPLS are 5 and 8, respectively and for the fed-batch phase L is 2 and RPLS

is 10.
The order of the PCA model of the AR residuals is selected based on the
adjusted Wold criterion resulting in RPCA equal to 3 for the first phase and
4 for the second phase. Control limits are computed using the same LOO
procedure detailed in the Section 7.1.

8. Results and discussion

To study the fault detection and diagnosis performance, the 840 faulty
batches are monitored with MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA and ARPCA after
identifying the models on the 200 training batches. As soon as a fault is
detected, contribution plots of the out-of-control statistic are generated to
asses whether the fault can be diagnosed correctly. The results of the fault
detection and fault diagnosis performance comparison are presented and dis-
cussed is Sections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. The clearly different detection
and diagnosis behavior shown by the ARPCA approach is further explained
in Section 8.3.

8.1. Fault detection

Fault detection performance is characterized by the detection time, i.e.,
the number of samples between onset and detection of a fault. A fault is
detected if either the UCLT 2 or UCLSPE is exceeded on three consecutive
samples. Thus, the minimum detection time is two samples. The signifi-
cance level α is set to 1%. The measured false alarm rates, based on the
fault-free part of the validation batches, are 0.68%, 0.79%, 0.87% and 0.84%
for MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA and ARPCA, respectively. The measured
false alarm rates are lower than the significance level α. Requiring three
consecutive out-of-control samples for an alarm signal and setting α equal
to 1% leads to a false alarm rate of 10−3% under the assumption that sub-
sequent samples are independent. However, this assumption does not hold
for the investigated approaches as some autocorrelation is still present [2].
Therefore, the measured false alarm rates are closer to (but lower than) 1%.
The four methods detect all simulated step faults after two samples. The
difference in performance between MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA and ARPCA
becomes clear when monitoring gradual process disturbances. Mean detec-
tion times for gradual faults in the batch and fed-batch phase are presented
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in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The length of the error bars equals two
times the standard deviation over the 15 faulty batches that were simulated
for each combination of faulty variable and fault magnitude.
The detection times shown in Fig. 6 and 7 correspond to the fastest fault
detection statistic. The performance of a specific statistic depends on the
relative position of the model plane to the fault direction. If the fault direc-
tion has a large component along the model hyperplane, the T 2 statistic has
a shorter detection time than the SPE statistic. If the fault direction has
a large component orthogonal to the model plane, the SPE statistic will be
faster. For the MPCAV and BDPCA models, the SPE statistic detects faults
on the aeration rate, agitator power and DO sensor on average 17 samples
earlier and faults on the feed rate on average 21 samples later than the T 2

statistic. For MPCAB, the SPE is the fastest statistic for all faults (on aver-
age 49 samples faster). For ARPCA, the T 2 statistic of the PLS model (T 2

AR)
has the lowest detection time for drifts on the feed rate, on average 13 and 7
samples earlier than the T 2 and SPE statistics, respectively. The remaining
three faults are detected faster by the SPE statistic, on average 11 and 13
samples faster than the T 2 and T 2

AR, respectively.
Fig. 6 shows that ARPCA has lower detection times than MPCAB, MPCAV
and BDPCA for the detection of drifts on the aeration rate and agitator
power. ARPCA also detects drifts on the DO sensor faster. The logarith-
mic scale shows that the relative difference in mean detection times between
ARPCA and the other methods is smaller as compared to the detection per-
formance of aeration rate and agitator power faults. However, in absolute
values the ARPCA approach is on average 35 samples faster than MPCAB,
MPCAV and BDPCA in detecting DO sensor drifts. The detection times of
MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA are comparable for all cases.
The mean detection times in phase 2 (Fig. 7) show a similar trend. ARPCA
has lower detection times than the other three methods in detecting gradual
faults on aeration rate and agitator power. For the detection of DO sensor
faults there is little difference in detection performance, ARPCA is only 2-4
samples faster than the other three methods. This also applies for feed rate
faults where the mean detection time for each approach is between 20 and
22 samples and 8 and 11 samples for fault magnitudes of ±0.05%/h and
±0.10%/h, respectively. The fault detection performance of BDPCA, MP-
CAB and MPCAV is also comparable in phase 2.
When examining the fault detection times in Figs. 6 and 7, it is clear that
fault detection performance depends on the specific fault. In this case study,
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Figure 6: Mean detection times of MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA and ARPCA for gradual
faults occuring during the batch phase on a logarithmic scale. The length of the error bars
equals two times the standard deviation.

ARPCA is superior to MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA. ARPCA outperforms
the other approaches in detecting step faults and drifts on the aeration rate
and agitator power and performs equally well in detecting faults on the DO
sensor and feed rate. The performance of the MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA
approaches are comparable. Preprocessing with an AR model is a better way
to incorporate dynamic behavior than adding lag variables to the unfolded
matrix as in BDPCA.

8.2. Fault diagnosis

When a fault is detected, contribution plots of the current and two pre-
vious time points are studied. Contribution plots show which variables are
involved in the detected fault. When a faulty variable is correlated with other
variables, a contribution pattern arises.
The simulated faults on the DO are sensor faults and have no influence on
other process variables. The aeration rate and agitator power are weakly
correlated to other variables so when faulty, the immediate effect on other
process variables is small. Thus, for these three disturbance types, no con-
tribution patterns are observed. Faults on the aeration rate, agitator power
and DO are correctly diagnosed if the contribution of the faulty variable is
the only contribution exceeding its upper control limit.
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Figure 7: Mean detection times of MPCAB, MPCAV, BDPCA and ARPCA for gradual
faults occuring during the fed-batch phase on a logarithmic scale. The length of the error
bars equals two times the standard deviation.

On the other hand, changes in the feed rate have a large impact on the fer-
mentation process. Because substrate is added via the feed, the substrate
concentration is heavily influenced by faults on the feed rate. Moreover, an
increase or decrease of the substrate concentration in the reactor has a direct
impact on the growth rate. The microbial growth is associated with acid
production thus the base flow increases or decreases to keep the pH at a
constant level. Therefore, the substrate concentration and base flow often
exhibit a significant contribution when a disturbance on the feed rate occurs.
When diagnosing feed rate faults, a contribution of the substrate concentra-
tion or base flow exceeding its upper control limit apart from the feed rate
was allowed. An example of a contribution plot diagnosing a gradual feed
rate fault is shown in Fig. 8.
Contribution plots are analyzed as soon as a fault is detected to mitigate
smearing out of the contributions as the fault propagates through the pro-
cess. Examining the contributions of previous time points helps in fault di-
agnosis. This especially rings true when detecting step faults with ARPCA.
When the step occurs, there is a clear break in correlation structure. Hence
the fault detection statistics based on the AR residuals exhibit high values
and clear contribution patterns were observed. However at later time points
these patterns become less clear and correct fault diagnosis proves more dif-
ficult. Comparing the contributions of the current and two previous time
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Figure 8: A typical example of a contribution plot during a feed rate drift. The contri-
butions of the following variables are shown: time, substrate concentration (S), dissolved
oxygen concentration (DO), biomass concentration (X), fermentation volume (V), dis-
solved CO2 concentration (CO2), pH, reactor temperature (Tr), generated heat (Qrxn),
feed (F), aeration rate (Aer), agitator power (Pw), feed temperature (Tf), cooling water
flow (Fw), base flow (Fb) and acid flow (Fa). The solid lines depict the control limits.

points also helps in identifying trends which might provide more certainty
about the fault cause. For example an increasing contribution of the sub-
strate concentration is observed in case of a feed rate fault.
The percentage of correctly diagnosed faults by visual examination of the
contribution plots is shown in Table 1. For step faults, a high correct diag-
nosis rate is achieved in all methods. The percentage of correctly diagnosed
gradual faults is lower in ARPCA than MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA.
The results in Table 1 evidence the practical usefulness of contribution plots
for fault diagnosis. Diagnosis of graduals faults is more difficult than diagnos-
ing step faults. Still, more than 90% of the gradual faults is assigned the cor-
rect cause in MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA. Diagnosis of drifts within the
ARPCA approach was somewhat less successful (84% success rate) as contri-
bution plots are more often clouded with contributions of differing variables
as compared to MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA. Therefore, a multi-model
approach in which an ARPCA model is applied for fault detection and a sep-
arate MPCAB model for fault diagnosis could combine the fault detection
strength of ARPCA with the diagnosis capabilities of MPCAB.
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8.3. ARPCA versus BDPCA

The performance comparison results indicate that ARPCA has faster
fault detection yet poorer diagnosis properties as compared to the other
methods. The difference between BDPCA and ARPCA performance is par-
ticularly interesting as both methods assume a constant correlation structure
throughout the batch. BDPCA adds lag variables to the variable-wise un-
folded data, which means that autocorrelation (correlation between the rows,
i.e., different time points) is modeled as a crosscorrelation (correlations be-
tween the columns at a fixed time point, i.e., different sensors) between the
current and lagged variables. If the crosscorrelations are stronger than the
correlation between the current and lag variables, the autocorrelation struc-
ture is reflected insufficiently in the PCA loadings. Similarly, the loadings
will not reflect the crosscorrelation structure if a very dominant autocorrela-
tion is present. This makes the BDPCA monitoring scheme less sensitive to
faults impacting the autocorrelation structure in the former case or to faults
impacting the crosscorrelation structure in the latter. If both correlation
types are suitably reflected in the PCA loadings, a trade-off is made between
the detection speed of both fault types, resulting in a slightly slower detec-
tion for both. ARPCA on the other hand, applies a two-step procedure. The
focus of the first step is on estimating the autocorrelation structure via an
AR model. The second step performs the actual PCA-based data reduction
on the residuals. This two-step procedure allows for a more accurate esti-
mation of the correlation structure, resulting in lower detection times when
new samples violate the expected autocorrelations.
As is evident from Table 1, ARPCA has a lower fault diagnosis success rate
compared to the other methods in detecting ramp faults. When detecting
ramp faults with ARPCA, the fastest statistic in almost all cases is the SPE
of the PCA model on the AR residuals. As part of the crosscorrelations are
inevitably filtered out by the AR model, contributions are more often clouded
with contributions of variables unrelated to the detected fault, leading to a
decreased fault diagnosis success rate.

Table 1: Fault diagnosis success rates for step and gradual faults.

MPCAB MPCAV BDPCA ARPCA

Step faults 98% 99% 99% 99%
Gradual faults 96% 92% 94% 84%
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9. Conclusions

Batch processes play an important role in the (bio)chemical industry.
Online monitoring of the process variables with statistical process control
allows for a quick detection of disturbances. This permits timely interven-
tions to bring the final quality within specification bounds or save valuable
production time by aborting the process when the batch is beyond recovery.
PCA-based techniques reduce process monitoring from monitoring all mea-
surements simultaneously to monitoring a small number of latent variables
with fault detection statistics. When a disturbance is detected, the con-
tributions of each process variable to these statistics is computed for fault
diagnosis.
Different PCA-based monitoring schemes exist. In this paper the fault de-
tection and fault diagnosis performance of batch-wise unfolded multi-way
PCA (MPCAB), variable-wise unfolded multi-way PCA (MPCAV), Auto-
Regressive PCA (ARPCA), and Batch Dynamic PCA (BDPCA) have been
benchmarked on a simulated fed-batch fermentation process. Fault detec-
tion performance was found to depend on the specific fault: ARPCA outper-
formed MPCAB, MPCAV and BDPCA in detecting gradual faults on the
aeration rate and agitator power and performed equally well in detecting
drifts on the DO sensor and feed rate.
Examining contribution plots allows for a correct fault diagnosis in virtually
all cases (> 98%). When diagnosing gradual faults, diagnosis success rates
are still high for MPCAB (96%), MPCAV (92%) and BDPCA (94%), except
for ARPCA where only (84%) of the gradual faults were diagnosed correctly.
A multi-model approach which employs a separate ARPCA model for fault
detection and a separate MPCAB model for fault diagnosis could combine
fast fault detection with accurate fault diagnosis.
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